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Large fields,

huge pools &

big payouts
By Marcus Hersh

On cover: Happy Valley Racecourse
Previous page: Sha Tin Racecourse

Hong Kong
racing offers
everything
bettors want

I

n December 2017, my first trip to
Hong Kong, I was invited to sit
silently in the stewards’ area during
and following a race at Happy Valley.
It felt akin to being in a NASA control
room during a space flight.
A series of monitors was scrutinized
before and during the race, and after
it, the stewards, having granularly
assessed the running, called two jockeys before them to query their rides.
Accountability has primacy in the
Hong Kong Jockey Club, the massive,
sprawling entity that administers
racing in Hong Kong – every bit of
racing, from the bedding in the horses’
stalls to the massive betting pools on
HKJC races. The riders brought before
the stewards (immediately, not several
days hence for a morning of casual film
viewing, as is generally done in America) had done nothing overtly wrong,
but if a horse so much as varies its
established running style, both trainer
and jockey are liable to be asked to
explain the why and the how.
It’s this sort of total control for which
many North American horseplayers
pine, the knowledge that institutional
entities actively are protecting the
bettors’ interest. You will find that
in Hong Kong like in no other racing
jurisdiction in the world. Yes, the HKJC
caters heavily to the owners that apply
for membership and are accepted into
the club – no simple task – but nowhere
is racing more bettor-friendly than in
Hong Kong.
What else do American horseplayers
covet?
How about robust field size? Check
that box. The Sha Tin Racecourse starting gate can accommodate 14 horses,
and races there average 12.79 starters.
The gate at Happy Valley holds a dozen
horses, and races there are nearly
always full, averaging 11.79 starters.
The average handle during the last
20 race dates at Sha Tin and Happy
Valley is $1.13 billion Hong Kong, which
equates to approximately $150 million
U.S. Winners at Sha Tin average a $19.84
payoff; at Happy Valley, the number
is $18.61. Favorites strike at about a 33
percent clip at Sha Tin but win only a
quarter of the Happy Valley races.
The HKJC provides more information than your brain can handle. Every
racehorse in Hong Kong is assigned an
identification code, a combination of a
letter and numbers. The ID is displayed
on a saddle cloth, permitting ease of
identification out on the racecourse
during training, and is entered in a
database, a landing spot for a raft of
data regarding the horse.
The database entry includes race
records, which are totally hyperlinked,
allowing for easy access to results pages,
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Hong Kong race results pages
Online archives for each race run in Hong Kong, featuring race results, odds, images
showing the running positions of all horses at various points during the race, and the
stewards’ report. All blue text links to pages with further data and information.

racing.hkjc.com/racing/information/English/racing/LocalResults.aspx

Hong Kong horse pages
Pages for each horse raced in Hong Kong, featuring lifetime records,
replays, ratings, weight, trackwork records, pedigree, and more.

racing.hkjc.com/racing/information/english/Horse/SelectHorse.aspx

Sky Racing past performances
Daily Racing Form provides free access to Sky Racing’s North American-style
HPY
VLLY PAGE
2 race Wednesday,
April 22, 2020
past
performances
for each
card at drf.com/hk

Hong Kong (Happy Valley)

Race Number

1

1.

pp 10
Date
12Apr20
31Mar20
26Feb20
15Feb20
29Jan20
8Jan20
11Dec19
3Dec19
6Nov19
16Oct19

Owner: Jeffrey Yim Tsz Yu
Pale-Blue & Yellow Diamonds : Yellow Stripe On Pale-Blue Slvs, Pale-Blue Cap.

40 To 1

Blake Shinn (L50 1-7 2%-16%, L350 19-89 5%-30%)

Course
ST-M
ST-M
HV-M
HV-M
HV-M
HV-M
HV-M
ST-M
HV-M
HV-M

Wednesday, April 22, 2020
6:45am EDT
5:45am CDT
3:45am PDT

TULIP HCP (C5) (Turf) ($94K)
6 f Apprentices Can Claim
W, P, Qu, Tri, Trio, F4, DD, Omni

E Generation (AUS) (133)
SOT
GD
SF
GD
GD
GD
GD
GD
GD
GD
GD

Class
($125K)Rst60-40
Barrier Trial
($114K)Rst60-40
Barrier Trial
($109K)Rst60-40
($109K)Rst60-40
($112K)Rst60-40
Barrier Trial
($110K)Rst60-40
($112K)Rst60-40

Dst
6f
6f
5f
5f
6f
6f
6f
6f
6f
5f

HPY VLLY PAGE 2

DAily RAcing FoRm

Selections

6-3-9-5

$17K
good 14:
4yo b Gelding
LIFE 15: 2- 00
soft 0:
Sire: I Am Invincible (Aus)
Trk 7: 0- 00
heavy 0:
Dam: North Pole Dancer (Aus)
Dist 11: 2- 00 synthetic 1:
Dam Sire: Anabaa (Usa)
Trainer: Caspar Fownes (Hong Kong) (L50 4-10 8%-28%, L350 30-89 9%-34%)

S1
S2 Rtime SR St S 6f 4f Trn FP Mrg Jockey (PP)
0:463 0:224 1:092 34 10/ 3- - 3- 3 10- 6.5 H N Wong (a) (1)
1:113
11/ - - 3- 1.4 K Teetan (8)
0:334 0:224 0:564 31 12/ 11- - - 10 11- 5.5 M Chadwick (11)
0:584
7/ - - 3- 0.6 Matthew Poon (3)
0:461 0:232 1:093 42 12/ 2- - - 3 9- 5.3 M Chadwick (2)
2
3
1
0:46 0:23 1:10 18 12/ 2- - - 2 12- 12.8 Alex Badel (11)
0:461 0:233 1:094 61 12/ 4- - 4- 6 6- 1.3 Matthew Poon (a) (4)
1:092
12/ - - 5- 6.3 Matthew Poon (1)
0:461 0:233 1:10 25 11/ 2- - - 3 10- 11.5 A K Chan (a) (7)
0:34 0:23 0:57 46 12/ 6- - - 6 8- 4 Derek Leung (3)

2000-

0000-

0
0
0
0

Wt (lbs) Off
112
31.00

1- Good View Clarico (130), 2- Casa De Forca (127), 3- Honest Way (133)

118

151.00

1- Very Sweet Orange (121), 2- Super Lucky (125), 3- Winning Ways (126)

120
122
121

41.00
61.00
31.00

1- What A Legend (129), 2- Confucius Day (121), 3- Casa De Forca (130)

116
128

31.00
51.00

1- Focus, 2- Harbour Alert, 3- E Generation
1- Multimax, 2- Travel Successor, 3- E Generation
1- Master Albert (119), 2- Simply Fluke (116), 3- Fantastic Fabio (117)
1- After Me (115), 2- Farshad (133), 3- Lucky Quality (126)
1- Will Power, 2- More Than A Horse, 3- Mighty Giant
1- Mr Picasso (133), 2- Master Albert (117), 3- Mehboob (119)
1- G Unit (121), 2- Mehboob (118), 3- Happy Good Guys (112)

Comment: Latest run raced behind the speed prior to fading to run last of 10 at Sha Tin on Apr 12 over 6f, 6.5 len behind Good View Clarico carrying 112lbs at $31.00. Before that second last of 12 at this track on
Feb 26 over 5f, 5.5 len behind Very Sweet Orange with 118lbs at $151.00. Prepared to overlook against this line-up.

2.
pp 3

Date
1Apr20
20Mar20
4Mar20
26Feb20
5Feb20
22Jan20

Aurora Steed (AUS) (132)

drf.com/hk

6 To 1

Owner: Alexander Leung Ho Yin
Yellow : Pale-Blue & Blue V, Pale-Blue & Blue Hoop On Yellow Slvs, Blue Stripe O...

Chad Schofield (L50 10-21 20%-62%, L350 35-90 10%-36%)

Course
ST-M
ST-M
HV-M
HV-M
HV-M
HV-M

SOT
SL
SF
GD
GD
GD
GD

Class
($94K)Rst40-0
Barrier Trial
($88K)Rst40-0
($114K)Rst60-40
($114K)Rst60-40
($109K)Rst60-40

Dst
6f
6f
5f
5f
6f
6f

$19K
4yo ch Gelding
LIFE 9: 0- 1Sire: Unencumbered (Aus)
Trk 5: 0- 1Dam: Miss Meerkat (Aus)
Dist 3: 0- 0Dam Sire: Catbird (Aus)
Trainer: John Size (Hong Kong) (L50 5-18 10%-46%, L350 30-110 9%-40%)

S1
S2 Rtime SR St S 6f 4f
0:453 0:241 1:10 37 12/ 1- - 1:104
9/ - - 0:342 0:232 0:574 55 11/ 4- - 0:334 0:224 0:564 31 12/ 8- - 0:463 0:23 1:094 44 12/ 5- - 0:462 0:233 1:10 44 12/ 9- - 9-

Trn FP Mrg
2 9- 4.5
7- 5.8
5 2- 1.3
8 9- 4.3
5 8- 3.5
9 7- 3.9

Jockey (PP)
Joao Moreira (8)
C Schofield (3)
N Callan (7)
L Hewitson (a) (9)
Joao Moreira (3)
Joao Moreira (10)

good
0
soft
0
heavy
0 synthetic

8:
0:
0:
1:

0000-

1000-

0
0
0
0
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Wt (lbs) Off
1- General Trump (133), 2- Fairy Floss (122), 3- Fox Cheunger (123)
132
4.50DRF.COM/HK
1- Kings Shield, 2- Ka Fortune, 3- Ping Hai Galaxy

131
115
117
120

10.00
101.00
8.50
13.00

1- Farm Bumper (126), 2- Aurora Steed (131), 3- Multimax (128)
1- Very Sweet Orange (121), 2- Super Lucky (125), 3- Winning Ways (126)
1- Good For You (129), 2- California Rad (123), 3- Mehboob (130)
1- Shamport (128), 2- Confucius Day (123), 3- California Rad (123)

Daily Racing Form’s
Hong Kong page

Happy Valley

drf.com/hk

Track Specifications:
Turf
Circumference: 0.901 miles (1.45 km)
Straight: 339 yards (310 m)

1000M 2400M

Free past performances,
race previews, analysis,
selections, schedules,
replays, and more.

1200M

1200M

1800M
1650M
FINISH

Sha Tin

1800M

Track Specifications:
Turf
Circumference: 1.180 miles (1.899 km)
Straight: 470 yards (430 m)

1400M

1200M
2400M

1200M

1650M
FINISH

2000M

1800M
2200M

2000M

2400M

1000M

Photos by Hong Kong Jockey Club

All-weather track (Dirt)
Circumference: 0.969 miles (1.560 km)
Straight: 420 yards (380 m)

1600M

where three different styles of replay,
stewards reports, and still photos showing
running position at various points in the
race are recorded. Also sitting on every
horse’s homepage are pedigree records,
overseas race records where applicable,
and what amounts to a wide-angle view of
a horse’s training history.
Whatever training a horse does on
a day – even just walking – is recorded
in the database and publicly available.
This includes the invaluable barrier
trials, which we term “training races” in
America and occur regularly on the dirt
track at Sha Tin and less often over turf at
Happy Valley. The barrier trials are called
by an announcer and filmed, with concise

identification of runners, and can prove
an invaluable resource.
Hong Kong horses are regularly weighed,
and bettors can easily make judgments
about a horse’s condition through their
weight history. A bettor can tell when a
horse is rounding into peak fitness as their
race weight comes down near the start of
a form cycle; if a fit horse is perhaps losing
its edge as its weight drops; and, through
looking at its racing histories, what the
ideal racing weight is for a given horse.
Any significant veterinary intervention is
recorded, and the public, to a great extent,
has a look behind the curtain that separates races and the rest of a horse’s existence in most jurisdictions worldwide.

Hong Kong
racing structure
The chief impediment keeping American gamblers from this Shangri-la is time:
Hong Kong is 12 hours later than New
York. That means the cards at Sha Tin
Racecourse, generally held on Sunday
afternoons, start at about midnight Eastern and 9 p.m. on the West Coast. The
night programs at Happy Valley, typically
held on Wednesdays, commence about 6
a.m. Eastern.
Another barrier – understanding the
basic structure of Hong Kong racing – is
more easily overcome.

DRF.COM/HK
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Two very
different racetracks
Happy Valley and Sha Tin are much,
much different racecourses. Sha Tin
has a wide turf track (several different lanes are used) and an inner course
formally called “all weather” that is
actually dirt. Three to four times as
many turf races are run as dirt races,
and in Hong Kong, as in America, sprinters and milers are more prevalent than
long-distance horses. Races between
1,200 meters (about six furlongs) and
1,600 meters (about one mile) predominate at Sha Tin, though there are ample
1,400-meter and, to a lesser extent,
1,800-meter races. All those distances
are run around one turn, while 2,000meter races, which are in fairly short
supply, start just before the clubhouse
turn, and 2,400-meter races encompass
two turns with a long run to the first of
them. Sprint races at 1,000 meters are
run down a straight course along the
grandstand. The direction of travel is
right-handed.
Happy Valley is a much smaller
track, its homestretch just 310 meters
compared to 430 at Sha Tin. The course
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Hong Kong Jockey Club
handicap racing
By Dick Powell
Nearly all races in Hong Kong are
handicap races. The five race classes
increase from Class 5, the lowest-rated
horses, up to Class 1, the highest-rated
horses. The track handicapper assigns a
rating to each horse, and that rating determines the races in which they are entered.
The owner and trainer only decide what
course and distance they can compete at,
not the class of the race.
Within each class, there is usually a
20-point range for ratings. The highestrated horse within that class carries the
highest weight. The weight range for the
class is usually between 113 and 133
pounds.
For example, in a Class 3 race, the
horses are rated between 60 and 80. A
horse with an 80 rating will carry 133
pounds. A horse with a 70 rating will
carry 123 pounds. A horse at the bottom
of the class will carry 113 pounds.
Since nearly all the horses are older
geldings, you will not see much development during the season. Rare is the horse
that starts out rated 50 and becomes a
Class 2 type. They usually race either one
class above or below their existing level.
A horse that is rated 58 in a Class 2
handicap will move up at least five rating
points if he wins. He would now be in
Class 3 with a 63 rating but would be

weighted near the bottom of the range. At
58, he will carry 131 pounds, and at 63
he will carry 118 pounds. He will carry
less weight but has to face much tougher
competition.
There are more Class 4 races than
any other class, with Class 3 having the
second most. Class 4 races (horses rated
between 40 and 60) are numerous since
unraced horses making their first starts in
Hong Kong are automatically assigned 57
points if they were born in the Northern
Hemisphere or 52 points if they were born
in the Southern Hemisphere.
Post positions are assigned by computer
and are very significant handicapping
factors. With large fields, it is hard to
make an easy lead from any post, and
part of the handicapping art is to decide
how much energy the horse used to attain
position. Horses that draw inside would
seem to have an advantage, but with big
fields, they run the risk of being shuffled
back into traffic if they miss the break.
Handicapping Hong Kong racing often
comes down to analyzing post position,
weight assignments, and parimutuel odds.
A horse at short odds from a poor post
might not be worth betting, but a welldrawn horse at decent odds can be. Highweighted horses are hard to bet, unless
they drew well and are going off at decent
odds. Try to avoid horses where you are
only getting one of the three factors.

View latest Hong Kong horse ratings list at
racing.hkjc.com/racing/info/latestonhorse/clas/english

CLASSES

As of mid-April, there were 1,239
registered horses in Hong Kong. None
were born there, as Hong Kong has no
breeding industry and imports all its
racing stock. Some horses are procured
by the HKJC and sold at auction, while
other owners scour the world for private
purchases. Many horses come from
Europe, but even more from Australia,
and some from New Zealand.
Most horses have raced before arriving in Hong Kong, but there are some
unraced prospects, called griffins, that
are imported. Few female horses race in
Hong Kong, where most of the runners
are geldings. Two-year-olds are nearly
as scarce as fillies, and in general the
youngest racehorses are 3-year-olds,
with the focus on racing horses aged 4
and older. Hong Kong’s version of the
Triple Crown, in fact, is called the Fouryear-old Classic Series.
That series takes place at Sha Tin, as
do all the major Hong Kong races. Sha
Tin, which lies several miles outside
Hong Kong’s urban center, is where all
the horses were housed before the HKJC
opened the Conghua (pronounced
“chong-fa”) training center a couple
hours drive into the Chinese mainland.
Several trainers keep strings at Conghua, the horses shipped into Hong Kong
when they are entered to race. Horses
entered at Happy Valley, located in the
Hong Kong city center, are vanned to
the course from Sha Tin on race day.

Griffin – Unrated
Class 5 – Rating 0-40
Class 4 – Rating 40-60
Class 3 – Rating 60-80
Class 2 – Rating 80-100
Class 1 – Rating 85+

WAGERING TYPES

Win
Pick the winner
Place
Pick any one of the first three horses
Quinella (QIN)
Pick the 1st and 2nd horses in any order
Quinella Place (QPL)
Pick any two of the first three horses
in any order
Trio
Pick the first three horses in any order
Tierce
Pick the first three horses in correct order
Double Trio
Pick the first three horses in any order
in each of the two nominated races
Triple Trio
Pick the first three horses in any order
in each of the three nominated races
Consolation
A consolation dividend is paid if the
customer correctly picks the first three
horses in the first two legs of the three
nominated races.

Treble
Pick the winner in each
of the three nominated races.
Consolation
A consolation dividend is paid if the
customer picks the winner of the first two
nominated races and the runner-up in the
last nominated race. Available in the last
3 races of each race meeting.
Six Up
Pick the 1st or 2nd horse in each of
the six nominated races.
Six Win Bonus
Pick the winner in each of the six nominated races. Available in the last 6 races
of each race meeting.

SEASON 2018/19

12.22

POOLS/
PAYOUTS

Avg no. of starters

$27,159,834
(US$3.5 million)
Avg WIN Pool

$20,509,076
(US $2.6 million)
Avg PLA Pool

$33,130,512
(US $4.27 million)
Avg QIN Pool

$28,129,871
(US $3.6 million)
Avg QPL Pool

$5,240,513
(US $676,000)
Avg TCE Pool

$90.54

Avg WIN payout*

$30.89

Avg PLA payout*

$452.04

Avg QIN payout*

$157.29

Avg QPL payout*

$8,220.01
Avg TCE payout*

*based on $10HK unit bet

Hong Kong current odds
Not every betting site provides an accurate morning line on Hong Kong races,
but the Hong Kong Jockey Club provides
something even better.
Twenty-four hours before the start of
the first race of the next card, the current
betting odds are displayed for all races

and betting pools on a Hong Kong
Jockey Club website. As it gets closer to
post time, the pools have a remarkably
large amount of money, and the odds do
not fluctuate too much as the race heads
to post time.

– Dick Powell

https://bet.hkjc.com/racing/pages/odds_wp.aspx?lang=en&dv=local

has irregularly shaped tight turns and
several considerable undulations. The
standard sprint race is a one-turn 1,000
meters, while routes generally are 1,650
meters or 1,800 meters, both run around
two turns.
Zac Purton, Hong Kong’s leading
jockey, talked in December about the
key differences between the courses.
“Happy Valley gives more horses a
chance to win because it’s such a tightturning track, and if you draw a good
barrier [post position], you can get a
nice position running the race and
then you only have to sprint home 250
meters,” Purton said. “A weak horse
can get away with winning a race there,
whereas at Sha Tin, because it’s so big
and so open and so long, a weak horse
will get found out.
“At Sha Tin, it’s just about having a
horse that can sustain a long enough
run. Sometimes horses are quickening
before the straight, and you might have
to make a 500- or 600-meter run.”
Purton said biases do crop up at
Sha Tin but aren’t standard. Hong
Kong riders are obsessively focused on
saving ground, but Purton said at Sha
Tin, being three wide with cover isn’t a
bad thing.

Aggressive, talented
jockeys’ room
The Hong Kong riders ride tight
and aggressively. The money is good,
and the HKJC accepts only a limited
number of riders, so the competition
is fierce. There are no jockey agents in
Hong Kong, and it is up to the riders
themselves to establish relationships
and secure rides.
Purton
and
Joao
Moreira
are the biggest
names in the
Hong
Kong
jockey colony, but
there is competence up and
down the roster.
In the training
Hong Kong Jockey Club
ranks, John Size Zac Purton
and John Moore
are best known, though Moore is closing
on mandatory retirement age. The club
demands trainers reach a certain win
total during a season or they will lose
their training credentials.

Racing runs
on Class system
The Hong Kong race-organization
system differs considerably from the

DRF.COM/HK
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ANNUAL
MAJOR
STAKES

one in North America, and it’s here that
players will find the most unfamiliarity, but the system is much simpler than
America’s patchwork of claiming races,
conditioned claiming races, allowance
races, and combined claiming and allowance races.
Hong Kong uses a handicap system to
create races. Horses are assigned a rating
by the official handicapper and his team,
and that rating determines what kind of
race in which a horse starts. There are five
races classes; Class 5 is for horses rated
0-40, Class 4 from 40-60, Class 3 from 60-80,
Class 2 from 80-100, and Class 1 for the top
handicaps and stakes races. Group stakes
often are run under weight-for-age conditions, but otherwise, a horse’s rating determines the class at which it starts.
Newly imported horses are rated in
different ways: Horses with overseas form
get a rating based on the handicapping
department’s assessment of their performance outside Hong Kong, while unraced
griffins aged 3 and up automatically get a
57 rating. Special griffin races are open
only to the youngest unstarted horses.
Ratings are reassessed every time a
horse races, and a competitive balance in
races is struck by assigning high weight
to horses at the top of a ratings class. For
instance, a horse rated 100 in a Class 2
would concede nearly 20 pounds to horses
at the bottom of the class. A sharp, rising
horse in the ecosystem could win two
races in a row by outclassing rivals in
one race, then be bumped up to the next
class while carrying a low weight, but it’s

not easy stringing together wins in Hong
Kong. Horses that have raced at top levels
often hold their ratings much longer than
their form, and you will regularly see toprated horses that appear uncompetitive in
a given race.
Program numbers are based on the
ratings (the top-rated horse is No. 1). The
program number does not indicate post
position. What North Americans call alsoeligibles, Hong Kong terms “stand-by”
starters. A stand-by starter that draws
into a race takes the program number of
the horse that was scratched.
Obviously, the handicapping department, headed by Nigel Gray, puts in tireless work and is subject to scrutiny and
second-guessing, but there is no doubt the
end product is extremely competitive.

Big pools,
betting menu
Hong Kong betting pools are global and
the largest in the world. The betting opens
early on races, and you can get a good idea
of the prices you can expect from the early
action, a much better tool than a morning
line.
Win betting is win betting the world
over, but wager types differ between
America and Hong Kong. Betting to
place means you pick a horse that
finishes in the top three. There are no
exactas, only quinellas, and with the
quinella-place you select three horses,
two of which need to finish in the top

Hong Kong Cup Group 1, 2,000 meters, Sha Tin, $3.6M, December
Hong Kong Mile Group 1, 1,600 meters, Sha Tin, $3.2M, December
Hong Kong Sprint Group 1, 1,200 meters, Sha Tin, $2.6M, December
Hong Kong Vase Group 1, 2,400 meters, Sha Tin, $2.6M, December
Stewards Cup Group 1, 1,600 meters, Sha Tin, $1.3M, January
Centenary Sprint Cup Group 1, 1,200 meters, Sha Tin, $1.3M, January
Queen’s Silver Jubilee Cup Group 1, 1,400 meters, Sha Tin, $1.3M, February
Hong Kong Gold Cup Group 1, 2,000 meters, Sha Tin, $1.3M, February
Hong Kong Derby 2,000 meters (4 yos), Sha Tin, $2.6M, March
QEII Cup Group 1, 2,000 meters, Sha Tin, $3.2M, April
Champions Mile Group 1, 1,600 meters, Sha Tin, $3.2M, April
Chairman’s Sprint Prize Group 1, 1,200 meters, Sha Tin, $2.3M, April
Standard Champion and Chater Cup Group 1, 2,400 meters, Sha Tin, $1.3M, May
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three to cash.
The trio and tierce are three-horse
vertical wagers. The trio is the first three
home in any order, the tierce the first
three in exact order. Same thing for the
first four and the quartet, analogs to our
superfecta. The double trio is a combined
vertical and horizontal bet, picking the
first three finishers in exact order two
races in a row. Even more exotic is the
triple trio, encompassing three races.
There’s a double, like doubles in America,
and a treble, a pick three on a card’s final
three races. The six up covers the last six
races on a card and requires a winning
bettor to select one of the first two finishers in each leg.
The Hong Kong racing season runs
annually from September to July, coming
to one crescendo with the four Hong Kong
International Races in early December.
The 4-year-old Classic Series, culminating with the Hong Kong Derby in March,
binds the winter programs together
before three more international Group 1s
– the Queen Elizabeth II Cup, the Classic
Mile, and the Chairman’s Sprint Prize – in
late April.
Japan-based horses have raided
the international Group 1s with some
success, but the local team, headed
during the spring of 2020 by older star
Beauty Generation and 4-year-old
Golden Sixty, always is tough. So, too, is
picking through the massive amount of
data and the complex swirls of form in
this racing-crazy region – but well worth
the effort.

Hong Kong
stewards reports
racing.hkjc.com/racing/information/
English/Reports/RaceReportFull.aspx

BY THE NUMBERS
Through 4/12/20

Detailed stewards reports
are available for viewing.

By Dick Powell
573 races (one dead-heat)
175 favorites won – 30.54%
12.47 average field size
$18.62 average win price
The data shows that the races are pretty formful, even with large field sizes. Sha Tin, with larger field sizes,
(12.84) versus Happy Valley (11.90), has a higher percentage of winning favorites, 34.07 percent versus
25.12 percent. This is probably due to the longer homestretch at Sha Tin, which gives most horses time to find
their best stride.

HAPPY VALLEY

SHA TIN
Sha Tin has a turf course and an all-weather track
(dirt). They play remarkably similar.

Starting gate holds 12

Starting gate holds 14 for both surfaces

215 races (all on turf)
11.90 average field size
$19.07 average win price
25.12% favorite’s win rate

358 Sha Tin races
12.84 average field size
$18.51 average win price
34.07% favorite’s win rate
291 Sha Tin turf races
12.93 average field size
$16.99 average win price
35.05% favorite’s win rate

If you looking for the highest prices, Happy Valley
provides the best chance with a very high average
win price of $19.07 and a below-normal favorite’s
win percentage of 25.12 percent.

MAJOR DAYS
REMAINING
IN 2020

67 Sha Tin all-weather track races
12.43 average field size
$25.12
(aided by a 176/1 longshot on 10/6/19)
26.87% favorite’s win percentage

April 26

FWD Champions Day (https://campaigns.hkjc.com/champions-day/en/)
FWD Queen Elizabeth II Cup – Group 1
FWD Champions Mile – Group 1
Chairman’s Sprint Prize – Group 1

May 3

Queen Mother Memorial Cup – Group 3

May 24

Standard Chartered Champions & Chater Cup – Group 1
Sha Tin Vase – Group 3

May 31

Lion Rock Trophy – Group 3

June 21

Premier Cup – Group 3
Premier Plate- Group 3

July 12

Closing Day

DRF.COM/HK
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HONG KONG RACING BY CLASS
9/1/19 to 4/12/20
Prepared for the Hong Kong Jockey Club by Dick Powell

573 races (one dead-heat)
175 favorites won – 30.54%
12.47 average field size
$18.62 average win price
Class 5 (horses rated 0 to 40)		
# of races: 68			
# of winning favorites: 10		
% of winning favorites: 14.71%		
Average field size: 12.31		
Average win price: $24.08		

Leading trainers Leading jockeys
Chris So 7		
Manfred Man 6
Ricky Yiu 6		
Francis Lui 5
Dennis Yip 5

Zac Purton 9
Derek Leung 7
Matt Chadwick 7
Joao Moreira 7
Vincent Ho 6

Class 4 (horses rated 40 to 60)		

Leading trainers Leading jockeys

# of races: 231			
# of winning favorites: 2		
% of winning favorites: 31.17%		
Average field size: 12.67		
Average win price: $17.62		

Ricky Yiu 22
Doug Whyte 14
Francis Lui 14
Caspar Fownes 14
Me Tsui 14		

Class 3 (horses rated 60 to 80)		

Leading trainers Leading jockeys

# of races: 187 (one dead heat)		
# of winning favorites: 64		
% of winning favorites: 34.22%		
Average field size: 12.71		
Average win price: $18.60		

Francis Lui 17
Danny Shum 16
Francis Lui 16
John Size 15
Ricky Yiu 15

Class 2 (horses rated 80-100)		

Leading trainers Leading jockeys

Zac Purton 44
Joao Moreira 39
Karis Teetan 25
G. V. Niekerk 21
Chad Schofield 12

Joao Moreira 35
Zac Purton 33
Vincent Ho 18
Karis Teetan 17
Chad Schofield 10

# of races: 52			
Frankie Lor 5
Joao Moreira 12
# of winning favorites: 16		
Francis Lui 5
Vincent Ho 9
% of winning favorites: 30.77%		
John Moore 5
Karis Teetan 7
Average field size: 12.50		
Tony Millard 3
Matt Chadwick 6
Average win price: $18.58				Alexix Badel 2
Class 1 (high-level handicaps/stakes)

Leading trainers Leading jockeys

# of races: 35			
# of winning favorites: 14		
% of winning favorites: 40.00%		
Average field size: 9.69		
Average win price: $14.23		

John Size 6		
John Moore 5
Tony Cruz 5
Francis Lui 5
Danny Shum 4

Zac Purton 8
Joao Moreira 8
Vincent Ho 7
Karis Teetan 3

John Size		
Francis Lui		
Tony Cruz		
Dennis Yip		
John Moore
Ricky Yiu		
Danny Shum
Frankie Lor		

PAGE 12

Joao Moreira
Vincent Ho		
Karis Teetan
Zac Purton		
Zac Purton		
Vincent Ho		
Zac Purton		
Joao Moreira

24
22
13
12
11
10
10
10

DAILY RACING FORM’S GUIDE TO HONG KONG RACING

Hong Kong Jockey Club

Leading Hong Kong
Trainer/Jockey Combinations
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